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1. Introduction
This deliverable presents the implementation of the “Draft Dissemination Plan” contained in
the SCREEN Grant Agreement (Annex1, part B, page 19).
Such implementation is based on three main pillars: Dissemination, Inclusion of 5 further
regions in the project and t Policy Lab. For each Pillar the following sections report a short
description, the activities already performed and the future ones.
Any further implementation of this Dissemination Plan will be reported in the SCREEN
project website (“Deliverables” section), as well as in the reporting documents .
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2. Dissemination
The draft Plan of dissemination activities aimed at enhancing communication of the project
and dissemination of its results through1:









Project Website
4 International workshops,
12 local workshops organized by each partner
1500 handout brochures.
Websites of each partners
Social media (LinkedIn)
Speeches at national and international conferences and workshops
Final Conference

2.1 Activities already performed

Project Web site
A project web site www.screen-lab.eu has
been launched with the 5 sections:
Partners, Project Overview, Policy Lab,
Work packages and Deliverables: it will be
continuously updated with the latest info
about the project activities and results.

SCREEN Panelist at the webinar “Financing the Circular economy”
ACR+, an Association of Cities and Regions for sustainable Resource management
organized a webinar on 27-01-2017 “Financing the Circular Economy”, with 27 attendees
from European Cities and Regions. The project Screen was presented in such a webinar

As for the activities listed in the “Draft Dissemination Plan” contained in the SCRENN Grant
Agreement
1
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SCREEN Presentation at the CORNET partnership event in Aachen
CORNET is a network of ministries and funding agencies that combine their existing funding
schemes to increase competitiveness of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). The
CORNET coordination activities are financially supported by the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi).
112 SMEs and stakeholders from 7 Countries participated at the event in Aachen –on
31/01/2017. Screen has been presented during session III “ Industrial and Civil
Engineering, Circular Economy and Others”.

SCREEN presentation accepted at the European Networking event organized y the Ministry
of innovation of tNorth Rhine Westfalia
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2.2 Future activities
Preparation of the promotional material: brochures to be distributed at the international
workshops.
Organization of the international workshops. Partner Navarra, leader of the project WP
dealing with the organization of the workshops, has already prepared a common
methodology for the SCREEN workshop that will be discussed and approved by the
partners during the next project meeting in Rome.

Organization of the Final Conference.
The final Conference will be held in Rome in a date to be defined in the month of October
2018.
The purpose of the final event will be twofold:
1) presenting to other European regions the common approach to the circular economy
developed and designed during the two years project by SCREEN regions;
2) raising awareness of entrepreneurial as well as research ecosystems on European
opportunities and instruments on circular economy themes.
Starting from the objectives described above, the final conference will be open to several
and different audience and will be given an important communication coverage through
traditional and digital channels.
A comprehensive document will report the activities and conclusions of the event.
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Participation at the World Circular Economy Forum 2017 (Still pending)
SCREEN has applied for a stand at the World Circular Economy Forum, that will be held in
Helsinki on 5th and 6xt of June 2017 and is waiting for the response,
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3. Inclusion of 5 further EU regions
3.1 Activities already performed
The plan for the involvement of 5 more European regions started with a series of contacts
with Regions that could complete the SCREEN consortium, due to their smart
specializations value chains and/or their circular economy approach.
In order to not jeopardize the work already started with the current partners, the activities
of the new ones have been tightly scheduled to ensure their smooth entrance in the
project and at the same time ensure their actual and effective participation at the main
SCREEN activities. The table below shows the foreseen efforts and travels, including the
organization of a local workshop.

Four Regions have already accepted to join the project and have provided data for the
Amendment of the Grant Agreement
1. Extremadura (Spain)
2. Flanders (Belgium)
3. Azores (Portugal)
4. ORDIF – regional Agency of Ile de France (France)
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Their budget has been already negotiated, as shown in the table below, and it is ready to
be inserted in the above mentioned amendment.

Negotiation are still ongoing with further regions from Romania and Croatia

3.2 Future activities
 Closing the already pending negotiations
 Finalizing the Amendment to the Grant Agreement and submit it asap and in any case
no later than March 2017.

 Introducing the new Regions in the project
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4. Policy Lab
Since it is expected that the methodology developed by the project will have a significant
fallout on "policies" both regional and European, SCREEN has a specific task for the
establishment and operation of a "Laboratory operations on Policies" (Policy Lab).
The Policy Lab will include representatives of the regions participating in the project and
representatives of the European Commission, in order to establish a permanent link
between the project and officials responsible for implementing the "package on Circular
Economy" adopted by the Commission in December 2015.
Policy Lab will also analyze the possibility of synergies between H2020 and other
regional funds.

4.1 Activities already performed

A questionnaire with first set of
simple questions has been sent
to each participating region,
asking them to contact their
office
in
charge
of
the
management of the Structural
Funds.
These questions are finalized to
understand the position of the
different regions respect possible
synergies between structural
funds
The results of the questionnaires
will be used for preparing the
base of the discussions during
the first Policy Lab Meeting

4.2 Future activities
 Establishing the policy Lab and its LinkedIn Group within March 2017
 First physical meeting of the Policy Lab within May 2017.
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